
fit guide:
our sizes: xxs xs s m l xl xxl

             TOPS
equivalent: 0 (0-2) (4-6) (8-10) (12-14) (16-18) (20-22)

bust: 28-30" 31-33" 34-35" 36-38" 39-41" 43-45" 47-49"

              PANTS
natural waist: 22-23" 24-25" 26-27" 28-29" 31-32" 33-34" 35-37"
                                        (our pants are cut with a low rise)
rise in front 8.25" 8.5" 9" 9.5" 10" 10.5" 10.75"
rise in back 12.75" 13" 13.5" 14 14.5" 15.5" 15.75"
         (drawstring sits at "low waist"    3" below natural waist or 4 fingers width below navel) 

low waist 24-25" 26-27" 28-29" 30-31" 33-34" 35-36" 38-40"
hip 32-33" 34-35" 36-37" 38-39" 41-42" 44-46" 48-50"

                                       NEW, IMPROVED INSEAMS! 1" LONGER ! 
                    *  PLUS 2.5" HEM TO LET OUT FOR CUSTOM LENGTHS *
regular inseam 

hemmed 28.5" 29" 29.5" 30" 30.5" 31" 31.5"
long inseam 

hemmed 31" 31.5" 32" 32.5" 33" 33.5" 34"

    *remember that because all our garments have great stretch in them,
                                     when in doubt go down a size! 
              This will make for a more shapely fit and still be comfortable!

                                (see next page for how to measure…)



                                     HOW TO MEASURE:
         for best results, measure over your underwear, while standing. 
              try to look straight ahead and not at what you are doing.
CHEST/BUST:
measure under your arms, around the fullest part of the chest.
NATURAL WAIST:
check placement of measuring tape by doing a side bend. where the crease       
occurs is your natural waist. measure around waistline keeping tape a bit loose.
LOW WAIST (SOMETIMES CALLED HIGH HIP): more…

determine your natural waist then move tape 3” below that mark and measure 
around. tape should go over hip bones.
HIP:
while standing, measure around the fullest part of the seat.
RISE:
the rise is the measurement of the pants from waistband to crotch seam.
 (the front rise is the zipper area)
INSEAM:
using pants that fit you well, measure from crotch seam to the bottom of the leg. 
(this one is not possible to do on yourself as the second you bend over you’ve 
distorted the measurement!)
IF YOU'RE SUPER TALL:
The newest version of our pants has an extra 2.5" of fabric in the hem. 
This means that you can have your tailor or drycleaner let them out to customize
the length of your pants!


